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The word “environment” express comprehensive and functional notion 
through which we understand the world, everything men is surrounded 
by. Having in mind the central position that men occupy in his 
environment, about the environment notion we can talk only from his 
normal interest point of view. 
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Angheluta Vadineanu understands through environment, the total 
natural factors and those created through human activities which, in strong 
interaction, influence the ecologic equilibrium, determine the living 
conditions for men and the developing ones for the human society. 

Actual environment concept has a dynamic character, expressing the 
general trend, national and international, for including in his composition 
both natural and man created elements. In this meaning, environment notion 
includes artificial and natural environment. 

The artificial or natural environment in which they live and work, 
take place other activities or relax must be healthy, beautiful, civilized, able 
to influence in a positive way life, activity and human thinking. 

Earth living beings are in a permanent interaction between them or 
with other that surround them. This cohabitation took place a long time in a 
perfect equilibrium and in a normal order; it was the condition for 
continuing life on earth and the order created could re-establishment the 
lack of balance that appeared. Thus, the ecologic equilibrium is capable for 
auto regulation both in living world or the un-living ones. 

Equilibrium from the ecologic systems can be disturbed from some 
changes, natural modification; some species can be in some disadvantages 
positions for their existence and can disappear, other obtain a vital space, 
favourable for their existence. Sooner or later the equilibrium will be re-
established naturally. 
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Ecologic equilibrium can be perturbed by men intervention. 
Men became, step by step, especially in advances phases of his 

evolution, more and more capable to adapt to his natural environment, and 
to influence conscientious living and un-living beings. Parallel with his 
intellectual development he refused to accept nature, his environment as it 
was in initial state and tried in different ways to transform it according his 
needs and interests. In the incipient state, influencing and transforming the 
environment was based on using fire, some rudimentary tools, and later 
building channels, irrigation of agricultural fields, changing the rivers 
course etc., through that ones realizing soil quality degradation etc. In 
scientific-technologic revolution, men was able to transform, sometimes, 
radical his natural environment, and create an artificial environment with 
advantages or disadvantages. 

In this way, men became independent from his natural environment 
but in the same time more and more dependent by social environment and 
technical civilization created by him. 

But men are a pollutant agent also. 
That means that besides natural phenomenon (flooding, strong 

winds, volcanoes, earthquake etc.) the ecological equilibrium was and is 
permanently rule less by different humane activities, pollution having 
different implication over fauna and flora on Earth. 

The word pollution is of Latin origin, polluero-ere means to get 
dirty, to profane and to defile. 

Pollution can be the result (effect) of some natural phenomenon, and 
of the human activities, when men get dirty his own habitat. But pollution 
can be the result of the existence and activities of every living being, that 
produce wastes, making living impossible in the given environment. 

In the Montreal Rules document from 1982 regarding trans-border 
pollution, it was defined as “any introduction by men in environment, direct 
or indirectly, of some substance or energies with injure effects, being able to 
put in danger men health’s, to prejudices biologic resources, ecosystems and 
material property, to diminish the good done or other legal utilization of the 
environment“. 

Protection and improvement of environment conditions is a major 
problem that affects human life and economic development. Environment 
protection corresponds to the need and interest of whole world and is a duty 
for all governments. 
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Indeed, in actual conditions of socio-economic development more 
thinking must be done and more deeply about the repercussions over the 
medium. That is because, from science or negligence, considerable and 
irreparable havocs over the environment can be done, depending over 
health, wealth and life of men. Life quality on earth is dependent by medium 
quality. 

Artificial and natural environment is life frame for humanity. 
Technical civilization is improved by this frame, but also deteriorates it. 
Damaging effects of technique can’t be determinate with precision or 
objectivity; often the link between cause and effect in not properly known, 
other times some preconception issue are appearing. De-pollution can be 
based on correct realities determined and known. That’s why we should 
reconsider the affirmation that technical civilization pollutes us, but also 
will help us to fight pollution. 

That’s why, people entered economic interdependent relations and 
direct the social effort to rising quotidian comfort of living. Economic 
domination pushed sometimes human acquiring to limits. 

Ecology means wise habitation, harmonious cohabitation with 
nature, partnership between human society and natural environment, 
economic increase correlated with ecological management. 

Starting from planetary civilization, economically and 
philosophically religious inlaid, thinking exercise appear, some optimistic 
some pessimistic, some rational some not, but covering the complexity of 
the problem. 

Agrosofia tend to be a concept that defines science of practising a 
wise agriculture, un-polluting in total harmony with habitat and society. 
Similar acceptation have ecologic agriculture, durable, sustainable, organic, 
biodynamic, anti-entropic. 

Ecologic bioethics, whose promoter is considered to be Stefan 
Milcu, studies social, cultural aspects, controlled comportment, of human 
societies in their ethologic frame, in a way that natural factors should not be 
disturbed. 

Ecosofia, as a duality between ecology philosophy or philosophy of 
ecology, wants to gather the fundamental concepts that are lacking from 
philosophy by exact discipline and science that are now in a privileged 
position. 
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Biosofia, as a philosophy of life wise ness or wise of life philosophy 
wants to be a synthesis of the last tree, a matrix and determinant of 
existentiality, unfortunately only for elites, initiates, and not for important 
decision factors. An applicative variant of that one is environment 
engineering, that offers study method sand implicit solutions for ecologic 
impact phenomenon. 
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